The GIAlife Pendant provides you with a calming, body-worn bioenergetic
solution to help you deal with everyday debilitating stress, including
electromagnetic radiation (EMR). Stress acts as an age accelerator, and
can also compromise our health, immune system, and our body’s natural
resistance to negative influences. Experience for yourself the pendant’s
unique energy support qualities, which have already improved the
quality of life for thousands of people across the world. *

AVAILABLE AS
1. Classic Pendant
2. Pendant Lite
3. Filigree Pendant
4. Star Pendant
5. Cross Pendant
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FEATURES & BENEFITS*
Energetically optimized with
ERT to reinforce your body’s natural
resilience to the effects of everyday stress

By energetically entraining its groundbreaking
“Inspired Energy” products with the proprietary
Energy Resonance Technology (ERT), GIA Wellness has
revolutionized the way biofield-reinforcing frequencies are utilized by
the body’s energy field. Through ERT, the body’s natural biofield strength
is optimized to a level where you can truly thrive energetically, even in
the most stressful environments.*
“Within hours of putting on the GIAlife Pendant and placing the GIA Cell Guard on my
phone, I could feel a difference. I was calm, focused, energized - all at the same time.
Knowing the pendant addresses the issues of electromagnetic radiation exposure is
one thing, feeling the difference is another. Thank you GIA Wellness!” *
S.C., Carlsbad, CA

For more information contact:

Supports natural energy, plus mental &
physical performance - especially under
pressure
Optimizes your capacity to perform in
EMF/EMR-saturated environments

Statements made about this product have not been evaluated by any governmental agencies. These products are not
intended to diagnose, treat, mitigate, cure or prevent any disease. Any testimonials given reflect the actual experience of
each individual, are anecdotal only, and may be atypical.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS*

FEEDBACK & SUCCESS STORIES*

Can I wear the GIAlife Pendant in the shower?
Yes. All of the current GIAlife Pendant models are waterproof.

My sister was going through a very stressful period. Her energy was low
and she couldn’t concentrate. I gave her the GIAlife Pendant as a gift
and in less than 24 hours, she said it was the best she’s felt in two years.
Now she wants to tell the world all about it. Thanks GIA!”

Will the GIAlife Pendant interfere with my pacemaker?
No, it will not. The Pendant is non-magnetic and safe to wear with
your pacemaker.
What will I feel when I start wearing the GIAlife Pendant?
Most people feel relaxed, calm and focused. Most feel less stressed
and many feel more energetic. Some sleep more soundly. Different
people experience the benefits of the pendant differently.
If I feel uncomfortable when I first start wearing the GIAlife
Pendant, what should I do?
Take it off and put it in your pocket for one to two hours per day.
Increase to three to four hours a day the following week. After
approximately 30 days, your body will adapt to the GIAlife Pendant
and you can start wearing it 24/7.
What if I don’t feel any different within a few days of wearing
the GIAlife Pendant?
The GIAlife Pendant is designed to reinforce your body’s biofield. You
may not always notice or feel this immediately. We suggest you wear
the pendant for a month and then take it off for a day of two. Doing so
will make the difference more apparent.
Does the GIAlife Pendant contain a battery or any moving
parts?
No batteries, no moving parts - just our proprietary Energy Resonance
Technology (ERT)!
How is the GIAlife Pendant energetically entrained?
The Pendants are entrained in the Energy Elevation Chamber with
GIA’s proprietary Energy Resonance Technology (ERT), which is a
highly effective, trade-secret protected process.

Statements made about this product have not been evaluated by any governmental
agencies. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, mitigate, cure or prevent any
disease. Any testimonials given reflect the actual experience of each individual, are anecdotal
only, and may be atypical.

M.J., Houston, TX
“I began wearing a GIAlife Pendant and realized right away an amazing
change in my life. I could finally sleep! With the pendant on, I feel I
can fall asleep like clock work, WOW! I also saw dramatic changes in
the way I handled daily stress. The best part is, I have found that the
GIAlife Pendant has a wonderful layering effect. I feel it working to my
advantage a bit more every day!”
J.L., San Diego, CA
“The GIAlife Pendant has been an amazing product for me because it
has enabled me stay more calm, more even, and more grounded in
the face of stressful situations. I used to be the kind of personality that
would go up and down and be very volatile. But now with the pendant
on 24-7, I feel so much more calm. I never take it off!”
D.H., Pleasanton, CA

